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Abstract—We propose and implement a novel online learning
system, called CogLearn, to support learner’s self-awareness and
reflective thinking, which urges a proper form of knowledge
representation together with individual learner’s cognitive status.
We thus design and employ the machine learning techniques
to estimate learner’s cognitive status and identify educational
relations to construct the desired knowledge representation,
namely cognitive graph in our system. We further demonstrate
the system by presenting two practical services, i.e., learning
obstacle diagnosis and learning path planning, to demonstrate
how the constructed cognitive graph effectively and adaptively
supports individual system user’s learning process.

I. INTRODUCTION

As an effective and powerful tool for education, concept

map [1] refers to a diagram consisting of instructional concepts

and their relations drawn from teacher’s learning experience. It

has been widely used for teaching and self-learning in schools.

Meanwhile, many massive open online course (MOOC) plat-

forms, such as Khan Academy [2], also adopt concept maps

to guide the learning process of their users. Cognitive and

pedagogical studies have shown that concept map-oriented

learning can significantly promote learners’ self-awareness and

reflective thinking for both online and offline education [3].

However, few existing concept maps used in practice con-

sider individual learner’s information, such as their cognitive

status, due to the difficulties in both modeling learners and

collecting relevant data. Without such key information from

the perspective of each learner, concept maps would be hard

to support the personalized teaching and adaptive learning in

either the offline classroom environment or online MOOC

platforms. Moreover, the educational relations between in-

structional concepts on a concept map are usually labeled

by subject teachers or experts. Such a manual construction

approach is often error-prone: the pedagogical studies have

revealed the so-called expert blind spot [4] problem, which

means to the same instructional concept, the cognition between

experts and learners do not well align in many cases. As a

result, even the domain experts or the experienced teachers

may easily misunderstand learners’ cognitive process and label

the improper relations that misguide the learners.

To tackle the above described problems, our insight hinges

upon designing a new form of concept map that incorpo-

rates individual learner’s cognitive information and extracts

educational relations by mining learners’ data. Specifically,

individual learner’s cognitive status can be estimated on the

concept level (i.e., knowledge status) and properly visualized

on the map, by leveraging on the structure information on

concept maps with the deep learning techniques. Furthermore,

the educational relations are identified by performing the

machine learning algorithms on learners’ assessment data.

Different from the traditional concept maps that simply employ

the static and manually labeled relations, this new form of

graphic knowledge representation is called cognitive graph in

our design.

Using the proposed cognitive graph as the core component

and interactive user interface, we design and implement an on-

line learning system, called CogLearn, to guide user’s learning

process and provide them personalized learning experiences.

Heterogeneous educational data, including the aggregated unit-

test and term-test exam data, are collected by the system to

support cognitive status estimation and educational relation

extraction. It thus makes the following key contributions:

• We propose a novel knowledge representation form and

visualization solution, called cognitive graph, that prop-

erly incorporates the concept-level learners’ cognitive

status and auto-extracted educational relations.

• We design and implement the cognitive status estimation

and educational relation identification models for the

construction of cognitive graph.

• We present a practical online learning system, namely

CogLearn, and illustrate its personalized learning services

directly supported by the constructed cognitive graph.

We will elaborate the cognitive graph and demonstrate

the CogLearn system with its key learning services in the

following sections.

II. COGNITIVE GRAPH

Briefly speaking, cognitive graph consists of instructional

concepts (as nodes in Figure 1) and their interconnected

educational relations (as directed lines in Figure 1), typically

including prerequisite relation, inclusion relation, causal rela-

tion and progressive relation. We automatically extracted the

instructional concepts by adopting recurrent neural network

models on heterogeneous pedagogical data, such as curriculum

standards, textbooks and course tutorials [5]. The cognitive

status (i.e., knowledge status) of the current learner is marked

on each partially-filled node on the graph, where the number
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Fig. 1. Exemplary Cognitive Graph for Mathematics

stands for the percentage of mastery on the that concept. To

remind the learner of his or her weak concepts, red color is

used to highlight the corresponding ones while the concepts

with a normal mastery level are usually in blue color. Unlike

the traditional static concept maps, cognitive graph provides

dynamic information about learners’ knowledge status, which

can be timely updated using our knowledge status estimation

model.

The instructional concepts are mainly classified into four

levels in a hierarchical structure, and the concepts on a

higher level are represented as a larger size of node. For

the subject of mathematics, currently more than 300 fourth-

level and 40 third-level instructional concepts are used, and

Figure 1 shows all the fourth-level concepts under a third-

level concept “rational number”, such as “opposite number”,

“absolute value” and “scientific notation”. We see that both the

prerequisite and inclusion relations are shown on the graph

using blue straight lines and grey arrows respectively. For

example, “opposite number” is a prerequisite of “absolute

value”, and rational number includes “opposite number”. We

will explain the prerequisite relation and how to identify it in

the next section.

Based on the above design, we implement the CogLearn
system to construct the desired cognitive graph in an automatic

way and support various upper learning services.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

Figure 2 gives the general architecture of the CogLearn

system, where the cognitive graph serves as the core com-

ponent and key interface for learners to access the system.

To construct and update the graph, three main modules,
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Fig. 2. System Architecture of CogLearn

namely educational relation mining (ERM) module, knowl-

edge status estimation (KSE) module and educational data

preprocess (EDP) module, are designed to work cooperatively.

The ERM module and KSE module are mainly used for

identification of the educational relations and estimation on

learner’s knowledge status (i.e., the probability of the current

learner has mastered that concept) for the cognitive graph.

The EDP module mainly preprocesses and provides the re-

quired learner’s data to other modules, which include user’s

assessment data and other relevant learning information. A

number of learning services have been deployed upon the

dynamic and personalized cognitive knowledge graph, such

as learning obstacle diagnosis and learning path planning.

Learner’s interaction data and learning information with such

services will be collected and used for timely updating his or

her cognitive graph.

A. Educational Relation Mining Module

Comparing with other educational relations, prerequisite

relation is much more implicit and hard to identify. Thus, we

mainly describe how the system identifies it in this subsection.

• Prerequisite relation identification: a prerequisite re-

lation from concept X to concept Y means that a

learner should master concept X first before proceeding

to concept Y . Accordingly, given two concepts X and Y ,

if X is a prerequisite of Y , learners who do not master X
are very unlikely to master Y either. Meanwhile, learners

who master concept Y are very likely to have mastered

concept X already. It can be formulated as the conditions

as follows:

MY ⇒ MX AND MX ⇒ MY (1)

where MX and MY denote learners have mastered con-

cepts X and Y respectively, MX and MY denote learners

have not mastered concepts X and Y yet. Accordingly,

the association rule mining [6] can be performed on the

learner assessment data to automatically identify such

prerequisite relations.
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(a) Identified Prerequisite Relations (b) Prerequisite Labeled by Experts

Fig. 3. Prerequisite Relations Among 10 Instructional Concepts (from
horizontal to vertical axis).

• Identification with uncertainties: as shown in Eqn. (1),

prerequisite identification requires the deterministic in-

formation on whether the concepts have been mastered

or not. However, such information can only be inferred

from learners’ assessment results, where uncertainties

always exist and thus a “probabilistic” approach need

to be considered. Specifically, the rules MY ⇒ MX

in the deterministic association rule will be formulated

in probabilistic form P (MY ⇒ MX), and it can be

held only when the probability value is larger than a

given threshold minprob. Taking supp and conf, namely

the two parameters of the association rule mining, into

consideration, we have:

P{supp(MY ⇒ MX) ≥ minsupp AND

conf(MY ⇒ MX) ≥ minconf} ≥ minprob.
(2)

Considering Eqn. (1) and Eqn. (2) together, determining

a prerequisite relation from concept X to Y requires:

P (MY ⇒ MX) ∗ P (MX ⇒ MY ) ≥ minprob (3)

In practice, the ERM module enumerates all the concept

pairs in the cognitive graph and calculates the probability

of being a prerequisite relation pair using the aggregated

learner term-test data. The p-Apriori algorithm [7] can be

used to solve the above probabilistic association rule mining

problem. This process continues until all the possible pairs

are retrieved, and then the identified prerequisite relations

are used to construct the cognitive graph. Figure 3 shows

an example of the identified prerequisite relations among 10

instructional concepts, where the color in Figure 3(a) indicates

the probability calculated from Eqn. (3), and Figure 3(b) shows

the results labeled by domain experts.

B. Knowledge Status Estimation Module

The KSE module mainly employs a deep learning model

incorporating the educational relations to estimate learner’s

knowledge status. Briefly speaking, the module first receives

the unit-test data and the identified educational relations from

EDP module and ERM module respectively. Subsequently, a

recurrent neural network with the GRU unit [8] is constructed

and trained to capture the time series information from the

aggregated learner’s online exercise data. The trained model

would be used to update learner’s knowledge status on the

r
z
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ques .

Knowledge Status Estimation

Fig. 4. Knowledge Status Estimation Model using Prerequisite as Constraints

cognitive graph, where the online exercise data (i.e., the unit-

test data) are mainly used as the model input data. By taking

the prerequisite relation information into consideration, the

proposed deep learning model achieves around 75% overall

accuracy and meanwhile can effectively handle the data sparse-

ness problem in learner dataset. Figure 4 shows the designed

model, where the prerequisite relations are formulated as the

particular constraints in the model, and for more details, please

refer to our paper [9].

C. Educational Data Preprocess Module

In the CogLearn system, all the user’s learning activities

and assessment data would be collected and stored in the

system database, which can be accessed from our published

repository [10]. The EDP module mainly aims to clean and

preprocess such data, and then transfer them to appropriate

modules. Briefly speaking, two types of data, namely unit-test
data and term-test data, are mainly used in the system:

• Unit-test data: the unit-test is usually associated to one

single instructional concept, and normally consists of 9-

11 questions. When a learner complete a unit-test, the

system will record the information including the question

ID, score and the answer submission time, etc. The

unit-test data can be directly used for knowledge status

estimation.

• Term-test data: the term-test data come from the final-

term or mid-term examination, which usually contains

questions on multiple concepts, and require learner take

a few hours to complete. If a learner sits a term test, the

system will record the question ID, the corresponding

concepts, score and all the other necessary information.

The term-test data from a large amount of learners can be

used to conduct educational relation identification tasks.

IV. SERVICES AND DEMONSTRATION

In our demonstration, we will showcase two learning ser-

vices supported by the constructed cognitive graph as follows:

• Learning obstacle diagnosis: experienced educators of-

ten find that a student cannot understand a concept
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Fig. 5. Learning Obstacle Diagnosis Service

Fig. 6. Learning Path Planning Service

may caused by some relevant concepts rather than itself,

especially its prerequisite concepts. Similarly, when a

concept is at a low mastery level, the system would auto-

matically check the knowledge status of its prerequisite

concepts. Subsequently, the system would highlight all

its prerequisite concepts also at a low mastery level, and

meanwhile remind that learner using the corresponding

learning resources first. As illustrated in Figure 5, the

learner clicks the node of a weak concept “Arithmetic of

Rational Number”, which has four prerequisite concepts

in total. Two of them at a low mastery level have been

highlighted using the yellow connecting lines, namely

the “Subtraction of Rational Number” and the “Division

of Rational Number”, to help learners aware his or her

potential learning obstacles together with the recommen-

dation of learning materials and exercises.

• Learning path planning: pedological studies have

shown that an optimal learning path would directly in-

crease the learning gain and shorten the learning time.

The learning path planning thus enables learners to prop-

erly organize their learning schedule and achieve a better

academic performance. As shown in Figure 6, when a

learner sets up a target concept as “Absolute Value”, the

system would automatically present the learning “route”

step by step on the graph. We see that the current

learning path is composed of several concepts that haven’t

been mastered yet and a heading direction indicates the

learning order, that is “Axis”, then “Opposite Numbers”,

and finally the target “Absolute Value”. Note that the

learning path would be dynamically planned based on the

educational relations and the learner’s knowledge status.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel cognitive graph for prop-

erly representing and visualizing individual learner’s knowl-

edge status and the educational relations on the instructional

concept level. We then implement and demonstrate CogLearn
online learning system, which provides learning obstacle di-

agnosis and learning path planning based on the constructed

cognitive graph. We are working on deploying the CogLearn

system to serve more than 4000 local students.
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